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A

t the end of February, amid the snow
and the false alarms for snow and ice,
came the following headline: “Why
Digital Natives Prefer Reading in Print —
And Yes You Read that Right!”
(http://wapo.st/1BcFIZo). No, it
didn’t come from the pen of this
column’s author (though it could
have), nor did it come from any
number of those whom some wish
to brand as Luddites: Nicholas
Carr, Mark Bauerlein, or Sven
Birkerts. Rather it came from
Maryland reporter Michael S. Rosenwald and
The Washington Post. The piece is eye-catching if for no other reason than it isn’t from the
usual suspects!
What Rosenwald discovered is precisely
what Carr, or Birkets, or Bauerlien, or your
faithful columnist has been saying for at least
a decade: yes, online reading occurs, and
many digital natives use it for a variety of
reasons. But no one, including them, prefers
online reading when trying to comprehend a
difficult text.
It is as if Rosenwald is reading over Carr
or Bauerlien’s shoulder. The students he
interviews do not like online reading because
it is distracting. They find online reading difficult because when they read an online text,

90% of the time they are also doing something
else: checking email, checking in at a social
network, or even playing a game. Rosenwald
opens with a young man, age 20, who simply
prefers reading text because of the
smell, the feel, and even the silence
of the text: it isn’t making sounds,
ringing bells, or offering a rabbit
hole in which to get lost, literally
or figuratively. Further, online
readers tend to skim, cannot fully
comprehend what they are reading,
and find that their minds really wander — all over the place. Some even complain
that the light in their eyes rather than over their
shoulders is problematic.
Some of those interviewed said they would
not even attempt a difficult text in electronic
form. And who can blame them? Most anyone
can scan a newspaper or even take on a Harry
Potter book. But Tocqueville? Plato? Joyce?
It simply cannot be done. Joyce underscores
the print versus online problem in high relief.
Perhaps no other author lends himself better
to the online format of hyperlink hype than
Joyce because he requires so much elaboration.
“Met him pike hoses” isn’t going to resonate
with many that Joyce is word-playing with
metempsychosis. But readers find that even
continued on page 73
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Metadata Compliance by Project
CERES Participants

if the library had not previously tracked major
title changes, new records have to be created.
Existing records also have to be upgraded
to current cataloging standards, if necessary.
Participants are encouraged to request an
International Standard Serial Number (ISSN)
from the U.S. ISSN Center11 for each title that
does not already have an ISSN.
Granular Metadata
CRL developed a spreadsheet template to
capture granular data about completeness and
condition of holdings. The spreadsheet was
designed using Microsoft Excel, but any software using tables or spreadsheets would work.
Each column in the spreadsheet records a single
category of information (see entire list below),
which helps keep the data clean for aggregation
and sharing in a variety of metadata formats.
The spreadsheet also minimizes the effort of
recording data by requiring entry of a simple
yes or no response or page numbers. This
approach also helps eliminate inconsistently
entered descriptive terms.
Most of the terms for condition have been
taken from the Preservation & Digitization
Actions: Terminology for MARC21 field 583.12
Fields included in the spreadsheet are listed in
the tables below and in the examples on pg.74.

During the first year, project participants
were all able to provide title (bibliographic
records) and completeness data. Condition
metadata was requested but not required in
the first phase, but some participants provided
the information. Although some participants
were initially intimidated by the amount of
data requested, many decided as they input
that it was easier than expected and had immediate benefits. One participant reported
that the library’s archivist was thrilled when
the print volumes were transferred to the archives with the metadata spreadsheet because
no resources had ever been transferred to the
archives with such detailed information. This
metadata enabled the archivist to understand
what was being transferred and where there
might be condition issues to address. This
made the process of verifying a complete
transfer from library to archive much faster.
Another participant found that scanning operators had made decisions about re-ordering
pages in the scanned version for easier viewing of images that were meant to be seen in a
horizontal layout; filling out the pagination on
the metadata spreadsheet helped them catch
those changes. Participants also found and
recorded variances and inconsistencies with
dates and enumeration of issues that were
printed on the items.

Additional fields to capture administrative
metadata are also included to help manage
the projects.

Colorado State13 was one participant that
incorporated the metadata gathering into the
quality control steps of the overall workflow.

Little Red Herrings
from page 71
such quellenforschung is also better done in
print than in a myriad of distracting hyperlinks.
Of course, it isn’t that digital natives or
anyone else refuse to read online. Many love
the ability to define words (though they likely
forget them immediately), or to do quick key
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word searches. Some, though I admit to reading between the lines, also prefer being able
to do searches in books they haven’t read for
materials they may need for a paper. Science
materials, too, tend to be online favorites.
So, what are we to make of all this? As I
have written elsewhere, it’s part of the transition. In no way do I believe that this spells
the end of online materials. Publishers, who
continued on page 75

Although filling out the gap and condition
metadata was not something they had done
for other digitization projects, they were able
to exceed their expected preservation goals for
the project by 22%. In their project proposal,
they listed 100 items that would be preserved
and digitized. They completed the digitization
and metadata recording for 122 items within
the project’s single year timeline.

Model of Metadata Capture for
Collective Print Archives

There are many elements of the project
that can be adapted to other projects. It is
important in a library environment to use
MARC bibliographic records because that is
what OCLC’s Worldcat database and library
catalogs and discovery systems use now. It is
important to encourage participants to request
unique ISSNs because a unique internationally recognized ID that transcends individual
MARC records and possible duplicates is a key
element in sharing data among databases and
systems. Once the MARC record and ISSN are
in place, the focus can be on recording granular
metadata elements of enumeration variations,
publication history, and gaps and condition in
a flexible format that allows data to be easily
transformed into a variety of formats for sharing. This will enable libraries to respond more
quickly to system innovations of the future.
Using spreadsheets to record and manage
data during the project gave participants the
most flexibility and potential for accuracy with
minimal training. Most library staff are familiar with using spreadsheets or tables at the level
of entering data, and the format requires little
training even if staff do not use tables or spreadsheets frequently. Part-time student workers
often completed the metadata worksheet and
did so with consistency. There are no tagging
or field codes or data formatting and punctuation rules to learn (and re-learn each time
the data is entered). Questions that surfaced
when entering data were about inconsistencies
recorded on the pieces themselves such as an
incorrect enumeration or date printed on an issue. Resolutions to data problems encountered
by one participant were easily shared among
all participants via email. With everyone using
the same spreadsheet, there were no additional
software-specific data entry requirements that
necessitated additional instructions tailored to
the software. The spreadsheet has also helped
CRL aggregate all of phase 1 participant data.
CRL is still in the process of aggregating
the data for the first phase. Steps include:
loading the MARC records to the CRL catalog,
adding records to CRL’s digital delivery system registry, creating MARC holdings records
with 583 fields for commitment, gaps, and
conditions according to OCLC’s recommendations for disclosing print archive holdings,
and loading the issue-level data into a database
that stores the granular data at an item level.
The granular metadata in the spreadsheet and
existing tools enable us to do all of that.

Conclusion

There are many successful print archiving,
shared print programs and collaborative
continued on page 74
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in a print world, enjoyed Sardanapalian
benefits, are trying to
recapture those cash
cows in bits and bytes but with little success. It isn’t so easy, but they’re
discovering it is much cheaper to print an electronic book while dropping
the price only marginally. Like online courses at war with classroom
ones, online books are going to be cheaper and provide a greater return
on investment. That ROI does not necessarily include what students are
investing in, however. If eBook reading increased 200%, it would still
have a way to go before it caught up with print reading if measured in
terms of value received and retained.
What this means for libraries is obvious, isn’t it? We still have to
collect and support both for the time being, in the same way that we have
for years supported microfilm and bound periodical volumes. Microform
reading only caught on when there was no other choice. I would find
it surprising if eBooks end up in the same dustbin. Microform-reading
was never easier, better, or more convenient. Nothing about it enticed
the reader. Its only attraction was a pedestrian one: it saved space
while still providing access, even if a difficult one. eBooks have already
shown their value in the benefits mentioned above, but also in leisure
reading. None of us really like lugging suitcases of print books with us
on vacation (my long-suffering wife will argue that she knows at least
one person). Having the ability to take literally hundreds appeals to
those of us with eyes larger than our brains.
But when it comes to scholarship that must be recalled and remembered, few of us will choose the electronic text over its printed counterpart. I believe this to be more a facility of evolution and practice
rather than something inherently hard-wired in us. Unless or until we
can rewire our brains — and, for better or for worse, online reading is
doing that — we will read both formats, depending on the subject matter
and/or reason for reading.
I haven’t had time to sift through the new literacy report, so I
cannot speak to how well or to what extent the issue of online reading
contributes to the strength or weakness of it. If the students in the
Rosenwald story are right, and if my own research in this subject
matter is at all correct, it may well unravel many of the gains we have
made in recent decades. Poor readers, especially, will have a much
tougher time going forward if they must learn to read digitally first.
If that continues, we will see future generations underperforming
when compared with their past peers.
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And so, the print versus online debate continues in its ironies,
even as you read this article first in print, or, if you come to it much
later online.

Pelikan’s Antidisambiguation — Editions, Tweaks, and
User Preferences
Column Editor: Michael P. Pelikan (Penn State) <mpp10@psu.edu>

I

’ve made comments before in this space
about problems that continue to plague
eBook projects that begin with out-ofcopyright print sources. Optical Character
Recognition (OCR) has improved hugely over
the past ten or fifteen years, but achieving the
last incremental improvements that would
bring it close to practical perfection has proven difficult. Even if achievable, near-perfect
OCR would do nothing to address the backlog
we’ve accumulated of poor OCR’d texts, many
of which, as mentioned, are out of copyright.
This means there’s not a lot of financial
incentive to promote investment in retrospectively repairing past results of flawed OCR
projects. This came up for me again recently
whilst reading, for only the second time in
my life, the Personal Memoirs of Ulysses
S. Grant.
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My first encounter with this material was
through Project Gutenberg. It came in the form
of a pure ASCII text file. It had line endings
and carriage returns, but nothing more exotic
than that. The file itself was not the product of
OCR. Instead, it was typed by true enthusiasts:
candidates for sainthood who felt strongly
enough about a particular book to take on the
task of transcribing as an entire work from
printed page into keystrokes, for the good of
the World.
The quality of transcription of many such
works was variable, but improved over time.
This was not in small measure because other
folks came along and began to make corrections to the hand-built editions, in a way
somewhat similar to how a wiki article can
be improved over time. Better, in some ways,
because there were fewer matters relying upon

subjective interpretation, at least in the case of
same-language transcriptions — either it was
correct or not.
I don’t really understand, if a human-generated, even curated, transcription exists, why
the builders and publishers of e-texts don’t take
advantage of them. Why start from scratch and
apply machine-driven OCR to printed text if
there’s already a transcription? Many, perhaps
most, such transcriptions are freely available
and could be used — it would cost only attribution and recognition of the source, something
I’d perhaps wrongly assume that even the most
craven, financially motivated republishers of
old works could bring themselves to do.
Instead, now, a dozen or more years after
admiring the transcription of General Grant’s
memoirs, and hoisting a coffee cup in toast to
continued on page 77
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